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1
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Waveform Simulation

The S1 and S2 detection efficiencies in the CEνNS
ROI cannot easily be measured with a calibration source.
Therefore, we use a waveform simulation, which produces
PMT waveforms in the CEνNS ROI, to calculate those
efficiencies.
Some of the S1s detected by two or more PMTs do
not meet the requirement that hits on those PMTs occur within 50 ns. The fraction of the S1s passing this
tight-coincidence requirement thus correlates with the S1
width. We use an exponential function to describe the
distribution of photons detected by PMTs in the simulation to facilitate tuning of the S1 width. The S1
time distribution is independent of the number of hits
in XENON1T data. This allows us to calibrate the exponential function by matching simulated S1s to those in
data.
Four more detector effects are included in the simulation: the probability that the PMT photocathode emits
two photoelectrons when absorbing one photon, the electronic noise level, the single photoelectron spectrum of
the PMTs, and PMT after-pulses. The full simulation
process establishes the relation between the number of
detected photons and the size of the S1 and S2 [1].
The mean and spread of the S1 width distribution
vary with the size of the S1. Simulated waveforms and
XENON1T data are processed with the same software.
The S1 width parameter in the simulation is tuned to
minimize the chi-square between simulated and observed
mean width as shown in Fig. 5.
The software trigger efficiency of the S2 varies with its
size and the position of the event. Events from the deeper
part of the detector produce wider S2s, and have a lower
trigger efficiency. Specifically, in waveform simulation,
we use effective models to reproduce the diffusion, size,
and temporal distribution of ionization signals. Together
with the four detector effects mentioned above, the simulation output is compared to background S2s originating
on the detector wall in both width and triggered fraction,
since wall events have a smaller S2 size due to charge loss
on surfaces. The excellent matching between simulated
and wall events, shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, validates the
response of the detector to small S2s.

Signal expectation

From the standard solar model, the energy of solar 8 B
neutrinos is below ∼ 20 MeV, giving a maximum momentum transfer qmax ∼ 40 MeV, much smaller than the
Z boson mass [2]. Under this condition, the Standard
Model predicts that the tree-level differential CEνNS

cross section is given by:
G2
dσCEνNS
= F Q2w M
dEr
4π



M Er
1−
2Eν2



F (Er )2 ,

(1)

where Er is the NR energy, GF is the Fermi constant, M
is the target nuclear mass of the recoiling atom, Eν is the
incoming neutrino energy, F (Er ) is the nuclear form factor, and Qw is the nuclear weak charge [3]. Here, we have
neglected the contribution from the hadronic axial-vector
current, because the spin-dependent structure factors are
negligible compared with spin-independent structure factors for xenon [4]. Since M  Eν  Er , terms of higher
order in Er /Eν are dropped as well.
We also consider a non-standard interaction following
[5, 6], where the weak charge in electron neutrino scatdV
e w = N (1 + 2εuV
tering is replaced by Qw → Q
ee + 4εee ) +
2
uV
dV
Z(4 sin θw − 1 + 4εee + 2εee ), with two non-standard
dV
couplings εuV
ee and εee . Neutrino oscillation must be
included, since our model assumes that only electron
neutrinos have non-zero non-standard interactions. In
the energy range of solar 8 B neutrinos, their oscillation
to other flavors through interactions with matter in the
Sun (the MSW effect) is important [7]. In the standard
model, this effect can be interpreted
as an equivalent in√
dex of refraction n = 1 + 2GF Ne /Eν for electron neutrinos, with Ne being the electron number density. Our
model assumes two additional non-standard interactions
dV
index of refraction should be modεuV
ee and εee , so the √
dV
ified to be n
e = 1 + 2GF (Ne + εuV
ee Nu + εee Nd )/Eν ,
where Nu (Nd ) is the number density of up (down)
quarks. Thus, the inclusion of non-standard interactions
also makes the survival probability of electron neutrinos
Pe epsilon-dependent [8]. The neutrino oscillation parameters in the following calculation are from [9]. Using
Φ = (5.25 ± 0.20) × 106 cm−2 s−1 and letting η(Er ) be
the NR acceptance, the final expected CEνNS rate from
solar 8 B neutrinos is
Z
1
dσ dΦ
dV
R(εuV
,
ε
)
=
η(Er ) dEν dEr ,
(2)
ee
ee
M
dEr dEν
where dσ/dEr is given by
e2
dσ
dσCEνNS Q
dσCEνNS
w
=
Pe +
(1 − Pe ).
2
dEr
dEr Qw
dEr

(3)

dV
So the upper limit on Φ can be converted into εuV
ee -εee
space by solving:

dV
R(εuV
ee , εee ) <

Φlimit
dV
R(εuV
ee = 0, εee = 0) ,
Φ

(4)

where h·i denotes the isotopic average (assuming natural
abundances in xenon), and Φlimit = 1.4 × 107 cm−2 s−1 is
the upper limit on Φ (see Results section).
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FIG. 5. Matching of the S1 and S2 properties of the waveform simulation and detector data originating from the TPC wall.
The plots show (a) the interquartile range (IQR), the range of time covering the central 50 % area, as a function of S1 size,
(b) IQR of S2 < 200 PE as a function of depth (Z), and (c) the fraction of signal detected by the top PMT array in each
S2 (−10 cm < Z < 90 cm). The dots denote quantiles of the detector data, corresponding to ± 2 σ (blue), ± 1 σ (green),
and median (black). Colored bands show the same quantiles with the simulation data. Both detector and simulation data are
events close to the wall, with the same position, S1 size, and S2 size distributions.
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FIG. 6. Efficiencies (fraction of S2 passed) of the software trigger as a function of the S2 size at different depth (Z) ranges
(in cm) show agreement between the simulation and detector data. The black dots correspond to the events in detector data,
that were triggered by their S1. The green line shows the fraction of simulated S2 passing the trigger, produced with the same
position distribution as the S1-triggered detector data.

More details on the AC background

The rates of isolated S1s and isolated S2s are significantly increased following high-energy events, mainly due
to gamma-ray backgrounds. In XENON1T, we found
that the rate of single-electron S2s and lone hits on
PMTs are correlated with S2prev /∆tprev . Fig. 7 shows
the distribution of S2prev /∆tprev for both isolated S1s and
high-energy events themselves. The distribution for highenergy events reflects that of signal events, since neither
are correlated with preceding S2s. Thus, a selection requiring S2prev /∆tprev ≤ 12 PE/µs rejects 65% of isolated
S1s (and consequently AC events) with 87% signal acceptance.
Although the selection on S2prev /∆tprev also suppresses the rate of isolated S2s, those that remain
near the 80 PE threshold are still correlated with
S2prev /∆tprev . To remove this correlation, we utilize
the horizontal (X,Y) positions of isolated S2s, calcu-

lated from fitting their PMT distribution patterns, similar to [10]. We investigate the horizontal spatial distance
of isolated S2s from previous high energy events,
p
(X − Xprev )2 + (Y − Yprev )2 , to quantify the correlation between them, p
as shown in Fig. 8. A distinctive population with small (X − Xprev )2 + (Y − Yprev )2 values
is seen near the 80 PE threshold. A cut, shown as a red
line, rejects > 99% of events that occur at the same (X,
Y) position as the preceding event but are reconstructed
with non-zero mean-squared distance due to uncertainties in the reconstructed positions. The acceptance of
this cut as a function of S2 is studied by randomly associating two uncorrelated events, and ranges from 92% at
120 PE to > 99% for S2 > 500 PE.
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FIG. 7. Distribution in S2prev /∆tprev space of both highenergy events and isolated S1s immediately preceding them.
At large S2prev /∆tprev values, a significant fraction of high
energy events contain an isolated S1 before the trigger. The
discrimination between signal events (which have the same
distribution as high-energy events) and isolated S1s allows
the selection S2prev /∆tprev ≤ 12PE/µs, shown as a vertical
black dash-dotted line, which rejects 65% of background with
87% signal acceptance.

little with Qy and Ly that inference results are not affected: Computing the discovery significance of toy-MC
simulations either fitting these shape parameters, fixing them to their true values or shifting them by +2σ
each yielded no discernible bias, and a spread compatible with toy-MC variation only. Therefore, only when
computing confidence intervals on Φ1 , Qy , and Ly , the
CEνNS model shape is fixed, and these variables appear
in the likelihood only via the expression for the expectation value of detected CEνNS events, µCEνNS (Φ, Qy , Ly ).
Therefore, we can compute the profile likelihood ratio and toy-MC estimates of the test statistic distribution in the space of µCEνNS alone. External constraints
on Φ, Ly , and Qy are implemented as terms λF , λLy ,
and λQy , corresponding to the profiled log-likelihoodratios for Gaussian measurements of each parameter.
We combine the XENON1T profiled log-likelihood ratio
λXe1T (µCEνNS (Φ, Qy , Ly )) and different combinations of
external constraints into test statistics Λ:
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FIG. 8. Horizontal spatial distance of isolated S2s with respect to previous high-energy events. Events below the red
line are removed to ensure no correlation between isolated S2s
and the preceding high-energy event.

For each Λ, the toy-MC results of λXe1T (µCEνNS ) is combined with random realizations of the other profiled likelihoods in a grid of Φ, Qy , and Ly to provide the 90th
percentile of Λ for each point in parameter space, which
is compared with Λ(Φ, Qy , Ly ) to construct confidence
intervals. The test statistic ΛA , shown in green in Fig. 3
in the main text, represents the confidence interval using
the XENON1T data only. The strong anti-correlation between Φ and Ly is apparent in Fig. 3 (top). To compute
a confidence interval on Ly , we include constraints on Qy
[11] and Φ [12] in ΛB , shown in dark blue in Fig. 3 in the
main text. Last, combining XENON1T, and constraints
on Qy [11] and Ly [13, 14] into ΛC yields an upper limit
on the CEνNS interaction rate Φ.

Details on constructing confidence volumes

Since the NR response uncertainty is large, the test
statistic distribution for confidence intervals will depend
on the true values of Φ, Qy , and Ly . To compute a unified
confidence interval in all these parameters in the manner of [1] and the DM results in this paper, we would
have to estimate the distribution of the test statistic
using toy-MC computations in these three dimensions.
However, the strong degeneracy between these parameters allows us to avoid this extensive computation. For
the relevant range for this search, and the low number
of events expected, the CEνNS model shape changes so
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